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Department of Aerospace Engineering Sciences

and Center for Space S_ruc_ures and Controls

University of Colorado

Boulder, Colorado 80309-0429, USA

ABSTRACT

We extend electromagnetic finite elements based on a variational principle that uses the electro-

magnetic four-potential as primary variable. The variational principle is extended to include the

ability to predict a non-linear current distribution within a conductor. The extension of this the-

ory is first done on a normal conductor and tested on two different problems. In both problems,

the geometry remains the same, but the material properties are different. The geometry is that of

a one-dimensional infinite wire. The first problem is merely a linear "control" case used to validate

the new theory. The second more interesting problem is made up of linear conductors with vary-

ing conductivities. Both problems perform exceedingly well and predict current densities that are

accurate to within a few ten-thousandths of a percent of the exact values. The fourth potential is

then removed, leaving only the magnetic vector potential, and the variational principle is further

extended to predict magnetic potentials, magnetic fields, the number of charge carriers and the

current densities within a superconductor. The new element generated by this formulation is then

tested on a one-dimensional infinite superconducting wire. The element produces good results for

the mean magnetic field, the vector potential and the number of superconducting charge carriers

despite a relatively high system condition number. The element did not perform well in predicting

the current density. Numerical problems inherent to this formulation are explored and possible

remedies to produce better current predicting finite elements are presented.



into complex problems can be made more productive. It centers on the observation that

some aspects of the problem are either better understood or less physically relevant than

others. These aspects may be then temporarily left alone while efforts are concentrated

on the less developed and/or more physically important aspects. The staged treatment is

better suited to this approach.

1.2 Mechanical Elements

Mechanical elements for this research have been derived using general variational principles

that decouple the element boundary from the interior thus providing efficient ways to work

out coupling with non-mechanical fields. The point of departure was previous research into

the free-formulation variational principles presented in Ref. [3]. A more general formulation

for the mechanical elements, which includes the assumed natural strain formulation, was

established and presented in Refs. [4-7]. New representations of thermal fields have not

been addressed as standard formulations are considered adequate for the coupled-field

phases of this research.

2. ELECTROMAGNETIC ELEMENTS

The development of electromagnetic (EM) finite elements has not received to date the

same degree of attention given to mechanical and thermal elements. Part of the reason

is the widespread use of analytical and semianalytical methods in electrical engineering.

These methods have been highly refined for specialized but important problems such as

circuits and waveguides. Thus the advantages of finite elements in terms of generality have

not been enough to counterweight established techniques. Much of the EM finite element

work to date has been done in England and is well described in the surveys by Davies [S]

and Trowbridge [9]. The general impression conveyed by these surveys is one of an un-

settled subject, reminiscent of the early period (1960-1970) of finite elements in structural

mechanics. A great number of formulations that combine flux_ intensity, and scalar po-

tentials are described with the recommended choice varying according to the application,

medium involved (polarizable, dielectric, semiconductors, etc.) number of space dimen-

sions, time-dependent characteristics (static, quasi-static, harmonic or transient) as well

as other factors of lesser importance. The possibility of a general variational formulation

has apparently not been recognized.

In the present work, the derivation of electromagnetic (EM) elements is based on a vari-

ational formulation that uses the four-potential as primary variable. The electric field

is represented by a scalar potential and the magnetic field by a vector potential. The

formulation of this variational principle proceeds along lines previously developed for the

acoustic fluid problem [10,11].

The main advantages of using potentials as primary variables as opposed to the more

conventional EM finite elements based on intensity and/or flux fields are, in order or

importance:

1. Interface discontinuities are automatically taken care of without any special interven-



tion.

2. No approximations are invoked g pr/or/since the general Maxwell equations are used.

3. The number of degrees of freedom per finite element node is kept modest as the

problem dimensionality increases.

4. Coupling with the mechanical and thermal fields, which involves derived fields, can

be naturally evaluated at the Gauss points at which derivatives of the potentials are
evaluated.

The problems which are presented in this paper only have one geometry, that of an infinitely

long cylindrical wire (see Fig. 1). The problems that are examined are:

1. Infinite conductor with the same conductivity between elements.

2. Infinite conductor with different eonduetivities between elements.

3. Infinite superconductor.

3. LINEAR FINITE ELEMENT WITH CURRENT PREDICTION

In the previous development of electromagnetic finite elements, the current distribution, 3,

has always been assumed to be given. Unfortunately, J for a superconductor is not linear,

and with the exception of a few special cases, unknown. Since it is not known a priori

what the current distribution for a superconducting element will be, these elements must

have the ability to predict the current density J, as well as the magnetic potential .4,. The

starting point in developing a superconducting dement is to build a linear element with

current prediction capabilites. Because current density varies from element to element

in a superconductor, our new linear element should be able to model a current density

that changes from element to element. This occurs for a linear media when the material

conductivity, a, changes from element to element.

3.1 Finite Element for a Linear Conductor

The potential energy functional for a linear conductor is given by

v(V×AI'-

The constitutive relation (0hm's law) is:

(1)

where a is the material conductivity.

J = -aVe (2)
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Substitution of the (2) into (I) yields

_:(J__'_j_A} (3)

Variation of the above gives

dr{ 6A) (v A)× × _ (4)

For a one-dimensionM axisymmetric problem where the only non-zero components of A

and J are Ax and J,, thisreduces to

Integration by parts produces:

(6)

This is appropriate if 3 and a are continuous. If a is discontinuous, i.e., varies from element

to element, then we need to examine what happens at element boundaries. Since the energy

functional has variational index m - 0 for ,], we may approximate an element current

density, J_, as a step function. Maxwell's equations require that V x E = a-iV x J = O.

The one-dimensional discretized equation is

_: , O . a_ 1 j, 0
cri Jxi_r tt(ri -- ri-1)lrl "- i+1 .i+,_rtt( ri+l -- ri)lrl

(7)

_'i1.r:,,5(,.i ri_2)l,, -i ,- - = _i+1J:,+,8(ri+l - ri)l,, (s)

-- --1 e
ai 1j,, = ai+l Jz,+, (9)

where u(rj--ri) and 5(rj--ri) are the Heavyside step and Dirae delta functions respectively.

This boundary condition equation, weighted by a Lagrangian multiplier, is added to the

original functional. These multipliers will be denoted by A_, where i is the number of the

boundary between two adjacent conducting elements.

The last requirement on this system of equations comes from the law of charge conservation.

With I being the total current flowing through a surface P, and fi the unit normal, this

law is

5



I = fr J" fie (10)

or in discretized form

I'_UI'nC!

z- _] f_ j,._,dr_=o (11)
k----1 h

Multiplying this equation by the global Lagrangian multiplier A0 mad adding to the mod-

ified energy funcional gives, in discretized form

/ _)- m £T CU-

numel--1 nttmel

+ _ a,,(_i 4, -1,-- ai+lJz_+l) + )_e I -- Jr" fikdi"k (12)
i=1 at

Next we change I to/o + AIL, where Io is the initial current value, IL is the amount of

loading current added to the system, and A is the control parameter. The variations of the

modified energy functional are then taken with respect to A t J*, At ,_g, and A to get the, li'J

internal and external force vectors.

The internal force vector f is

+

numel--1

E dV_( Or Or - Nr, J..)
rn=l

-- m=l JV_ dV_ (N.A_ + ea -2 J:.)

Bltrrtt/--1

A,',(_c_-_c+_)+ _ _-'J" -_ °k i z; -- 0"i+1Jzi+t)

i=1 i=1

nttmel numel

where vector v includes the degrees of freedom. The external force vector p is

(13)

. 82U

p = Aq =-A_-_ = --AILed, (14)

where q is the loading vector and eA a is the vector with all zero components except the

one associated with the degree of freedom at Aa, which is one.
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Letting w be the vector of incremental velocities then

W "--

AA_I

AA_ 2

AAz,,.._a

AM1

AM2

AAI,,,,,,,.,_t

AA e

Since the tangent stiffness matrix, K, is not separable on an element level, KAy is pre-

sented here rather than the expression for K. The product is

lrI U lrJ2 _

= - N,nA Jim )
_ Or Or

nurnel

- E Ira dVm*(N'nAA_ +ea-'AJ:.)
m=l

+

n urnel-1 numei--1

E A)_' (Cr_'l --ai+ 111 + E (fftlAJl;- ffi+llAJ;;+')

i=1 i=1

numei numel

(15)

3.2 Nonconducting Element

For an element outside of" the conductor (for example, free space) je equals zero, and

consequently the energy functional reduces to

numel

rn=l

(;6)



So on an elemental level, in the one-dimensional case, fe, qe, and K e become

/v,_ .ONm. T.ONm • .'t
(17)

q" --0 (18)

= (19)

4. NUMERICAL VALIDATION OF LINEAR ELEMENT

4.1 The Finite Element Model

The finite element formulation derived in the previous section has been applied to two test

problems described below. Both problems are treated with one-dimensional axisymmetric

elements. Each bar element has two end points, one interior node and a common shared

global node. These nodes are defined by their axial position r_. The two end nodes have

one degree of freedom each corresponding to Azi and Azj. From these values the magnetic

potential components are interpolated with the standard linear shape functions, which

provide the C ° continuity required by the variational formulation. The interior node is

placed at the center of the element and the global node at the end of the finite element

mesh. Neither of these nodes carry any physical signifigance and are used solely to provide

the extra degrees of freedom assigned to the two Lagrangian multipliers and the degree of

freedom assigned to je. jc and A_ are carried on the center node and A9 is carried on the

common node. Consequently, each element has 2x 1+2+1--5 degrees of freedom.

For the calculation of the element stiffnesse8 and force vectors, it is assumed that the

permeability _ and current densities are uniform over the element. The desired stiffness

matrix and force vector are calculated by numerical quadrature using a 2 point Gauss
formula.

4.2 Applying Boundary- Conditions

The finite element mesh is necessarily terminated at a finite size. For the two test problems,

the outer radial end of the mesh is defined as the truncation radius r = /_T. The outer

radial end of the conductor's mesh is defined as the wire radius r -- Rwire. Since current

is only carried in the conductor, the degrees of freedom for je between R_ire and RT are

constrained to zero. Constraining A to zero at Rr causes both boundary terms in equation

(6) to disappear. Notice that constraining A to be zero at r -- 0 does not remove the outer

8



boundary term in equation (6). This is shown in section 5.1, where A(r----0) is required to

be zero.

4.3 Assembly, Solution and Field Recovery

The components of the element stiffness matrix corresponding to the summations from 1

to numel in equation 15 are first calculated and inserted into the master stiffness matrix.

The components for the remaining two summations are next determined and added to

the master tangent stiffness matrix. This is done in an element by element fashion until

the complete master tangent stiffness matrix is assembled. The loading force vector is

assembled in an element by element fashion following standard finite element technique.

The boundary conditions are set as explained in the previous section. The modified master

equations modified for B.C. are processed by a standard symmetric skyline solver, which

provides the value of the magnetic potential at the mesh nodes, and the mean current

density over each element.

The physical quantity of main interest is not the potential, but the magnetic field B0.

This is obtained by discretizing A as follows. Since A is only a function of r, B0 =

-(ON/Or)A_. This represents the mean value of B over the volume of the element. In

previous papers [15, 16], extrapolation of this value to the endpoints was tried with little

success and was not tried here. Consequently, the value obtained for B is plotted as a step

function over the elements in our figures.

The ability of the potential formulation to accurately model the discontinuity in the B

field at a conductor/free space interface has already been established in previous works

[15, 16]. For this reason, in both test problems # is set equal to 1 inside the conductor

and in the free space surrounding it. The first test problem sets all the ai's to one, and

the second problem sets the al for the element equal to the element number.

4.4 Problem 1: Equal Conductivities

The first test problem is identical to that reported in Schuler and Felippa [15] with a

one-dimensional axisymmetric discretization. As shown in Figure 1, it consists of a wire

conductor of radius Rwir, transporting a total current I = 1 in the z direction. For all

of the problems reported here, the elements were assumed to have a unit thickness in the

z direction. Since none of the desired quantities vary in the z direction this is a valid

assumption. The radial direction is discretized with Nu, ire elements inside the wire and

NSree elements outside the wire in free space. The mesh is truncated at a "truncation

radius" RT, where the potential Az is set equal to zero. Other boundary conditions are

set as previously defined.

The results obtained with RT = 2Ru, i_e, Nwire = 20, Nlree = 20 for the potentials matched

those generated by our previous linear electro-magnetic finite elements [15, 16]. Because
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a potential may vary by a constant, it is not necessary for the two curves to lie one upon

another, only that they have the same shape. Figure 3 shows the curves obtained for the

exact and computed solutions for the potentiM and verifies that these curves are almost

an exact match. Figure 2 shows the analytical and computed solutions for the current

densities. The result obtained for the computed current density is lower than the true

value by less than one ten thousandth of a percent, thus providing a check on the element

calculations. Because these results are so close to the exact solution, they are plotted as

a series of points, rather than a line, so that they may be distinguised from the exact

solution.

4.5 Problem 2: Different Conductlvities

This problem's geometry, Rr, Rwir,, NI,.** and N_,i,., are the same as that reported above.

The only difference is that now the element conductivity is set to the element number. The

values obtained for the current densities were just as good as those obtained in the first test

example. Similarly, the values obtained for the potentials and magnetic fields gave results

with an order of accuracy of previous finite elements. The computed potential varied from

the analytical potential by an almost constant value, as Figure 6 shows, and the curve for

the true value of the magnetic field intersected the middle of the top of the "step" of the

computed solution. The magnetic field was represented as a step function here, unlike our

results in previous papers. This was done to more accurately portray that the computed

B field is the mean value for the true B field over the element. The computed value does

not go to zero at the element boundary (r = 0), as expected, since it is the mean over

the first element. Close inspection of Figures 4 and 7 reveals that the true value does not

intersect the middle of the "step" there, showing that as we get closer to the center of the

conductor, the computed value is higher than it should be. Numerical experiments reveal

that if a finer and finer mesh is used, that the computed value converges closer to the true

value, as expected, therefore verifying the validity of this model to accurately calculate A,

B, and J.

4.6 Conclusions with Respect to a Current Predicting Element

The results obtained in tl_e previous two problems show that it is possible to extend

previously derived finite element formulations for static and quasi-static magnetic fields

to cases where the current distribution in the element is unknown. This is particularly

encouraging since this means that it should be possible to solve problems where material

and geometric nonlinearities preclude a linear current distribution. It also means that

whereas before a knowledge of how the current was distributed in a conductor was needed,

with the new formulation, all that is needed is the total current I through the conductor,

its material properties # and e, and the conductor geometry.
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Table 1 Theory Nomenclature

Symbol Quantities

I¢12

I

q*

rt'$*

A

B

J

AL

F,
F.
AF

Temperature dependent material parameters

Analagous to a wave/position

function in particle mechanics

Number of superconducting charge carriers

per unit volume

Complex conjugate of ¢

Effective charge on charge carriers

Effective mass on charge carriers

Planck's constant divided by 2 7r

Magnetic potential vector

Total magnetic field

Current distribution

Lagrangian multiplier whose domain

is over the volume of interest

Helmholtz free energy of superconducting state

Helmholtz free energy of normal state

Fo-F.

Having successfully extended our formulation to include the ability to predict current den-

sities, we next attempt to solve the problem of a nonlinear conductor, the superconductor.

5. SUPERCONDUCTING F.E. WITH CURRENT PREDICTION

This section presents the basic theory for superconductivity and how the constraints and

finite elements for one-dimensional superconducting problems were developed. Table 1

presents the nomenclature for the quantities used in this work.

5.1 The Helmholtz Free Energy for a Superconductor

In the general vicinity of the transition or critical temperature for a type I or II supercon-

ductor, the change in the Helmholtz free energy (F) can be approximated as

(20)

Ii



in S.I. units [17],wherethe quantities a, fl and ¢ are defined in Table 1. The first two terms

represent a typical Landau expansion of the Helmholtz free energy for a second order phase

transition. The third term represents the total momentum of the charge carrier. The -ihV

term is analogous to the dynamic (kinetic) momentum of a quantum wave-like particle_;

the q*A term represents the field momentum [13, p. 633; 14, pp. 105-108].

Using the identities, B = #oH, and B = V x A, the last term, which represents the field

energy, can be replaced by
1

::_o (V × A)' (21)

The material's magnetic permeability #, is set to #o, the value of the permeability in free

space. This value is chosen because the field energy term represents the magnetic energy

in free space, and the other three terms are corrections to that energy resulting from

material and dynamic effects. Unlike a linear material, corrections to the field energy in

a superconductor cannot be accounted for by an appropriate choice of a constant #. The

magnetic permeability within the conductor is now a function of the spatial coordinates

and is no longer a constant.

Expanding AF in terms of ¢ and ¢* gives

AF = f, dv{-o,¢.+ +

1 A)_(VA)}(i_v¢" - CA¢') + 5_0(V× × (_92)

Taking ¢ = eR + ¢1, ¢* = eR -- ¢1, where eR represents the real part of the order

parameter and ¢I the imaginary part, gives

AF =

+ 2m-'''71(_ihvT(¢ R + i¢,) .... q*AT(¢R +i¢.r))(ihV(¢R i¢,) q*A(eR i¢i))

1 (V×A)T(VxA)}+:

" q,2
+ 2¢_Ar(V¢_¢__.- v¢_¢_)+ _-:ATA(¢R_+ ¢?))

: (v ×A)_(v×A)}
(23)

t A good example is a one-dimensional particle in an infinitely deep energy well. The -iliV

term in our functional is similar, in theory, to the momentum of the particle in the well.
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The first variation of AF with respect to _R is

(24)

The variation with respect to _kz is

q.2
_ATA¢/+

(25)

The boundary terms in the last two equations represent the net momentum exchange

between the B field and J_J at the boundaries. At the inner boundary, we expect the value

of _b to approach a constant for a bulk superconductor. Therefore we require that A go to

zero. At the outer boundary, we require that there be no superconducting flux into free

space; to ensure this we set _k equal to zero there.

The variation with respect to A (again in one dimension) is

13



,2

±(v ×6A)_(v×A)}
Po

.2

fv (q___h, q AT/_,_ 2= dV{_A (V_¢R¢I- Vr¢I¢.) + _ t_. + ¢I_)+

i(v×v ×
Po

1 frdOdz6A OATpo

(o.6)

Note thatA T = {At, Ao, A_}, which reduces to A T - {0, 0, Ax} for the one-dimensional

case and also that dF = dOdz. Constraining the value of A = 0 at r = R_ire causes both

boundary terms in the previous variation to vanish. At r = Rwire, the value of B will be

the same as the value for B given by a linear conductor with the same current flowing

through it. This is a direct consequence of Ampere' s circuital law, f, B • ds = gI. From

× A = B, the second boundary term becomes

lpo _ dOdz6A {twit, B) (27)

Using Arnpere's law, this becomes

I

f d0,tz6A{_} (ks)

This will give a reaction force at r = Rwlre (after integrating over dF) of -I. The required

boundary condition is that A_(r=0) is constrained to zero, but doing this will give a

reaction force at r = 0 of-I. To maintain the same reaction force, a current I is added to

the boundary at r = 0 and a current -I is added at r = Rwirc. This gives the residual (for

A.(r=O) = 0):

From Maxwell's laws, it is known that p_-lV x V x A = J; substituting this formula into

the above equation gives the constraint on 3, i.e.,

14



For one dimension, multiplying the above equation by the Lagrange multiplier AL and

adding it, along with the current conservation constraint A0, to the Helmholtz free en-

ergy give the desired functional for a superconducting finite element. This topic and the

mathematics will be taken up in a later section.

5.2 Evaluation of Material Parameters a and flt

Deep inside a superconductor, due to screening effects(the Meissner effect),there are no

fieldsor gradients. The functional AF's lastterms drop out and the resultingequation is

(31)

Near the second order phase transition, at the critical temperature, the minimum value

for the free energy occurs when

OAF

0¢ = -2alCl + 2_1¢13 = o (32)

(33)I¢1_= I¢_1* --

where l¢c¢l 2 is the value for the number density of superconducting charge carriers deep

within the conductor. Substituting [¢ool 2 back into the preceding equation for AF, gives

_2 _2 _2

_XF= --y + 2?= -2-_ (34)

When the critical field Bc is applied, AF = -B_ /2/_o. Because of this condition, deep

inside a superconductor, where no gradients are present, the following approximation to

AF can be made

AF = B_ a 2 B_ a t
2po -_ =_ -- =-- Po -fl

(35)

The work, W, done in setting up a current distribution J [12] is

w = a Aa" (36)

From London theory [14, p. 84], with Aef$ equal to the effective London penetration depth,

the following equation relating 3 and A is derived

t The following has been abstracted from Tinkham's textbook [14], pp. 105-109.
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1

Substitution of this expression for J into the equation for W gives the result

W = 2_o,_f ! ATAaV (38)

From Ginzberg-Landau theory [14, p. 107], the expression for the work done in setting up

a current density J is defined as being

W = ArA[¢oo[_dV (39)

If gradients of the order parameter are zero and there are no external fields present, both

of the above equations are good approximations to W. Equating these two expressions for

W gives

Algebraic manipulation produces

1 q.2

2_,o_H = _--_-=_,I¢_12 (40)

Solving for _ gives

i¢_12 = m" =a. (41)
_0q'2._.2ss #

From before

,2_2

= Poq A.ff (42)
m*

B_ a 2

/_, fl (43)

Substitution for _ and more algebra produces the following values for a and

,2
q "o2_ 2

O_ ='_- jOcAe/f

uoq .4 u2_.4

=__c_eff

(44)

16



Equating I¢oo] 2 with n_, which is the number of superconducting electron pairs, we see

that to be consistent with London theory

q* = -2e = twice the electron charge

m* - 2m - twice the electron mass

5.3 Analysis of the London Type Superconductor

The solution of the discretized superconductor follows the equilibrium curve for AF. This

curve has at least one critical point, at I - 0. To make numerical experiments proceed, a

good approximation to the solution vector is needed to move the solution off this point. The

London type superconductor is such an approximation and is used in this work to advance

the solution. For a London type superconductor, the gradient terms are assumed to be

small, and ¢a_+¢1 _ goes to [¢ool 2 over the whole conductor. Making these approximations

to the previously derived Ginzburg-Landau equations produces

q.2
j = AI¢++I2 (45)

Z/t*

Performing some algebra and vector mechanics gives us the differential equations for B

v x s ---_2v x Al¢ool2
rr?,*

(46)

AV x (v x (v x A))= -q'2v x AI¢=I2
#o rn"

(47)

q,2 1
V x (V x B) = -_o_--:1¢=12B =

A2eff

---B (4S)

In one dimension, this becomes

-- rot +_"
+

Bo=O (49)

Letting Bo/A2eff = U0 (r),/]2 = 1 and r/_,efS ---- X produces

o2v0 (x) + 1 ave (x) 1 + v0 (x)
az2 x Ox

=0 (5o)

This is just the modified Bessel equation whose solution is U0 (x) = a2"_ (x) + bK:_, (x).

2",, and K:,, are the modified Bessel functions, and a and b are constants dependent upon
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the boundary conditions. For the solution to remain bounded as it approaches 0, b = 0,

because K:v (x) ---* oo as x --_ 0. Using this information, the solution becomes

(51)

Bo = a,_eH:rl (52)

At r = Rwlr,, Bo = _oII,/27rRwirc. Substitution gives

a= . u Z1 "1 (53)

Using the identity V x A B, the relations A: (r/,_ef/) s"-- = -a,X_/$2"0(r/,XeLV),and Jz

= a.,X_///_o:_O(r/,X_/:)can be derived. The previous formula for J predicts the nodal or

positional value of J. The mean value for Jr is desired rather than this formula because

any finite element developed in this work predicts the mean of J over an element. Using ri

and rj to represent the inner and outermost nodal positions of an element, Jz is integrated

over the volume of the element and divided by this volume to produce the mean value:

- f xdx -- 2a /_o x = 2a "Xe!!_o _r

Z_ r_/Ae!!

(54)
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5.4 One Dimensional Superconducting Finite Element

For the one-dimensional axisymmetric case, the discretized energy functional, minus the

boundary terms of equation (26), is expressed as

n_i-.--- . e T T T T

1 T T .,. TNT N , _2+ _/_(¢/.NnNn¢I.+wRn . .v'a.)

1 2 T T T T

+
• T T T T

+ 2q hA.N. (Can VNnNnC/. - czTvNTN.¢R,)

• 2--T_,T_ -- T T T T )]+ q _._,_,_,(¢z.N,N,¢z, + Ca.N.N,¢a,

+ Ae q*h r T ¢I,VN, NnCR.)[m_= (¢R, VN, N,¢z, - r rLn

.2

q TT TT TT j]+ _-;A, S, (¢_,N,N.¢z, + CR,N,N,¢R.) +

1 N,A,)T(v x N.A.)+ 57: o(V×
nurnel

.=I "-

(55)

Variation of the above with respect to Ca produces the following residuals on an elemental

level

r¢a. = Iv. dV'6¢a'T{-aNTN¢'a + 23NT(¢}TNTN¢} + caTNTN¢'_)NCR+

[;i2vNTVN¢_ + q*h(VNTNd2} -- NVNC})NA'+

q*2N:rN¢_ (Ae TNTNAe)] +

q.2
A_ [_____.h(VNTN¢ _ _ NTVN¢} ) + 2--NTN¢_Aelm* } (56)
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For A weget

dVC6¢I"T{-aNTN¢} + 2flNr(¢}TNTN¢} + ¢_TNTN¢_)N¢}+

[h2VNTVN¢_ - q*h(VNTN¢_ - NVN¢_)NA'+

q'2NTN¢}(A*TNTNAe) ] +

, q*h q,2
_ [-_: (VN_N¢_- N_VN_) +2--N_N¢_*']_. }

rA* =/v. dV'6A'T{NT(¢RTVNTN¢} -- ¢}TvNTN¢R) q*h+m*

.2

LNTNAe(¢}TNTN¢_ + ¢_TNTN¢_)+
7"1l*

#_-IvNTVNA' + A},NT(_-_ (¢}rNTN¢} + ¢_TNTN¢_))}

For variation with respect to the Ji s, we get

rj.=/v dV*SJtA_-fr dPe_JeA o

Variation of the A_'s gives

rxi = Iv. dV'6A*L { q'ti (oRTVNTN¢}m" -- ¢}TvNTN¢_)+

q*.--_(¢_TNTN¢ _ + ¢_TNTN¢})NAe + J*+
r/2*

j[rdOd z Io + AIL2, }

And the variation of ,_g (for an element) produces

{Io + _IL
6Ag\ hum-_ fr. dF'J' )

(57)

(58)

(59)

(60)

(6])
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Making the substitutions

,4'

= N¢}

= N¢_

= NA e

ar

= VA'

gives for the internal force vector

' f,/,% '

fe= fA' _

fj,

fx. ,

where

f+_=/,. dr' {NT(2+_(-_ +_(+? + ¢_'))
.2 T _2 O_

_-:,4'_(,4" + 2_t)) + VN (_ 0r

q°hO_
_. Or (,4"+ _)+

f¢; =Iv" dV'{NT(2_t1(-a+fl(_t2+q2tR2))+ q*hO'_tRra*Or (,4.+ AL)+t

(62)

(63)

(64)

fA.=_ dV+{NT(q*h,O_ . O_i_e,_.q*2 ,Ae-A,,\.VNTO`4e-t,"m"c-gT '--Y7 nJ*-_ (_}2+_'n2)_ * L))÷ "fTuo
(6_)

. fJ''-/v dV'A_- [r dr'A#
(66)

Jv[, "" h2"O_ ,f _,,,.= dv _:(-y7_,- -_-_) + -_;_+_ + + (67)

I'o / elF'.I" (68)
fx, = numel _r.
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The loading vector q is

, __1 ¸

0

0

0r [ IL 1

-Y_=-Jr dry' 0
(69)

Taking the second variation with respect to the vi's produces the tangent stiffness matrix

_AeOA e

(70)

c32U

O_"gS"¢e R = /v dVeSA'T{NT(¢}TNTvN-¢}TvNTN) qm-'_h,+

2-_._ NT(NAe + ,_},) (NC_IN}S¢_ (71)

02U

OA-i-_'¢, -- /v dVe_AeT ( NT (dgeRTVNTN - ¢_ TNTvN)_-_, -k

2q'2 NT(NA"m ° + A},) (N_})N}6¢_ (72)

02u
=0 (74)0Ae0Je

O2U

8AeOAe
=o (75)
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a¢_-¢_02U- iv* dV" 6¢_ T {NTN (-2a + 2fl(¢}TNrN¢} + 3¢_ TNTN¢_ ))+

KvNTVNm* + m*q*ANTN(A'TNT)(NAe + 21},)}6g,_ (76)

dV'6¢_ T { NTN4fl (¢} TNrN¢_)+__, h (NA'+A_)(vTNTN-NTVN) } 6¢}

(77)

02U [ ¢ .*h q.2 .

= Jy/. dV'6¢RT'_--"_':*(VNrN¢}'"' - NrVN¢}) + Nr2_-N¢._NA' } 6A_ (78)

O2U
=0 (79)

o¢'RoJ"

OiU
=o (8o)

0¢_0_g

O2U

0_¢_ = iv. dV'6¢}T {NTN(--2a + 2fl(¢_rNrN¢_ + 3¢}TNrNCy)1+

2 ,2

h" vNTVNm" + _'_ NTN(A'TNT)(NA_ + 2A}_)}6¢} (81)

02 U q*_ "

O¢'-_X_ = Iv, dV'_¢}T{ _"_-h(NTVNCR- VNTNCR) + NT2_N¢}NA'}6A_" (B2)

O_U
=o (83)

o¢}oa"

_U
= o (84)

0¢}0),,

a2U
=o (85)

a_'LOX'L

O2U ?
= I dV%SAeL 6J" (86)

aA_aJ" .Iv
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-- 0 (87)
OA_,O_g

O: U =o (88)
OJeOJ"

02U = - fr dl"6J'6A° (89)OJ'c3Ag

8_U =o (90)
aAeOAg

Using thesame notationas inthe internM forcevectorf',the tangent stiffnessmatrix may

be representedas

I._¢W • --

K_¢_ Km_m; Km_ A, KmI_xI 02=, 02,_

Kin;m; Kin;A, Km;x_ 02,i 02,_

KA, A. KA,x} " 02,1 02,,

0 K_,} j, 0

symm. 0 Kx(_j,

AJ'

,&,Xg

(91)

with

K_ =

M s r/_"

(92)

K¢,;__; =

Km_ A, =

Or

= Or ]+

(93)

(94)

(95)
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K¢;¢; =

K¢; A, =

q*:Z.,4' (.,4e + 2A_,)) N + mh----_2.VNT_TN }+m.
(96)

KAIJ" = Iv. dV" (101)

Kj.A, = dr' (102)

• (100)

6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The finite element formulation described in the preceding section has been applied to

the solution of a one-dimensional axisymmetric superconducting wire. This problem was

treated with a bar-like element. Each element contains two end nodes, one centroidal node

and a common global node as in the previously described linear element. These nodes are

defined by their radial position r_. Unlike the linear problem, this element contains three

degrees of freedom on the two end nodes, namely Cri, ¢ii, and Aj. Standard linear shape

functions are used to interpolate these quantities across an element and provide the C °

continuity required by the variational formulation. The centroidal node carries no physical

signifigance, and is used to provide the extra degrees of freedom for the elemental current

densities and Lagrangian multipliers, A_ and J'. The common global node is assigned the

degree of freedom for A9 . This gives each element a total of 2 x 3 4- 2 x 1 4-1 = 9 degrees of

freedom.

For the calculation of the tangent stiffness, internal force vector and the loading vector.

the permeability is a constant/_o. The London penetration depth and intrinsic Pippaxd
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coherencelength for aluminum were used to calculate the critical magnetic field Bc and

the effective London penetration depth A,II [13, p.337]. The subroutine that generates

the elements in the coding, calculates the material parameters a and/_, and assigns them

to each superconducting element. The tangent stiffness matrix, internal force vector and

external force vector are calculated by numerical quadrature using a 2 point Gauss formula.

6.1 Applying Boundary Conditions

The finite element mesh is terminated at RT, as in the linear conductor. To ensure that

no superconducting flux can cross the conductor's outer edge into free space, the degrees

of freedom corresponding to J, '/)a and ¢I between Rwire and RT are set equal to zero. At

r - R_ire, CR and ¢1 are also set to zero. By setting these values to zero, the boundary

terms in equations (24) and (25) are required to go to zero. This choice also ensures that

no superconducting flux can cross either of the boundary surfaces. At r = 0, the value for

A is also set equal to zero, as discussed in section 5.1. This choice for A requires that [¢[

become constant as the inner boundary of a superconductor is approached.

6.2 Assembly and Solution

This section will present the assembly techniques and the solution method used on the test

problem. Table 2 presents the nomenclature used for quantities of interest.

The tangent stiffness, internal force and loading vectors are assembled following standard

finite element techniques. The tangent stiffness matrix K, is stored using a symmetric

skyline storage scheme, and then modified for boundary conditions.

Since this is a nonlinear problem, nonlinear teclmiques must be used to solve for the dis-

placements of the variables A c, ¢_, ¢_, je, A_,, and Ae. An incremental scheme is employed

to advance the solution along the equilibrium curve by making a good approximaton to

the exact solution. An iterative technique is then used to converge to the exact solution.

The constraint used to limit the distance travelled along the equilibrium curve is arclength

control, i.e., IAsnl- l,, where As,, is the distance along the curve, and In is the length

of the increment, an input variable. The formula implemented in our coding for arclength

control is listed below in its scaled and unscaled forms. Also listed are the formulas for

the vectors a and g. The sgperposed tilde represents a scaled quantity.

UnJcaled Form

1 + A,X..I_t. ( 03)
AS,, = -_.

1 (104)=w.I/.
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Table 2 Solution Nomenclature

Symbol Quantities

Kn

q

rn

fn

Vn

Avn

A.

W

l.

A
S

c

a

9
k

V n

d

_7

jfae, afa¢, ...

ffscale, aseale, ...

jhornogeneoum) ahomo_eneout) ...

Master tangent stiff'hess matrix at increment n

Loading vector

Residual vector at increment n

External force vector at increment n

Solution vector at increment n

Vn-I-1 -- Vn

Control parameter (A=0, zero load, A=I, full load)

Incremental velocity vector ffi K_'lq

Input arclength constraint

Distance along equilibrium path

_/1 + wTw

Scaling matrix

Constraint equation

OclOv
Oc/OA
Solution vector at step n and iteration k

v_+ 1 - vkn

A at step n and iteration k

firstscalingfactorfor J, A, etc.

second scalingfactorfor J, A, etc.

third scalingfactorfor J, A, etc.

Scaled Form

I_,._,_.+A_.I-t.

aTf@n/], g=l//n

(los)

006)

A_--SAv, _=S-lq, I_=S-1KS -1,

= Sw, /= _/1+wrs2w= _/1+ _r_ (107)

A forward Euler integration scheme was used to predict Av., An+ 1, and vn+l. Appropriate

formulas are listed below.
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AA. = A.+a - A. = _sign(qTw),

Av. = K_'lqnAA. = wnAA. (108)

Vn+ 1 = V n + AVn

A conventional Newton-Raphson technique was implemented for the corrector.This gives

the linear system

Since this augmented system is not symmetric, the two linear symmetric systems below

are solved for instead

to get

Kd,=-r Kdq=q (110)

c+ ardr d = d, + r/de (111)
r/= g+aTd_'

which will finally give

vk+l = k _ k..I-1 k. v.+d, ... =A.+,7

We then iterated until the 2-norm was less than a given tolerance _.

(112)

6.3 Field Recovery

The primary quantity of interest is not any of the variables in the solution vector, but the

derived quantity B. This quantity can be computed by using one of two methods. The

first is to use the identity B = V x A. Discretization in one dimension produces

0NA, A S - Ski
Be = -"&-r = I'

(113)

where Aj and Ai are the values for A at the outer and innermost nodes of the element

respectively, and l e is the element length.

The second method is to use Ampere's law. Discretization in one dimension gives
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n--1

= , = J_ (r_+I -r_) (114)
27rrn

where r, is the position of the outermost node of the element on which B is being evaluated.

The innermost and outermost nodes of dements that are interior to r, are ri and ri+l,

respectively.

The advantage to the second method is that it can be used to predict the B field at the

end nodes of the elements. The first method merely computes the mean of the field over

the element. In the test problem, both methods are used to compute the B field and

compared.

6.4 Numerical Nightmares in Solution Method

Starting the Solution Process

At A = 0, the tangent stiffness matrix is singular if Io = 0. K has a rank deficiency of 1

at this critical point. The eigenvector has only one component at the degree of freedom

corresponding to Ag. Multiplying the eigenvector by qr gives us a non-zero value and tells

us that this is a limit point. To move off of the limit point, initially a random perturbation

technique was employed. All of the components of w were perturbed randomly in an effort

to move the solution off of the limit point. This technique is not recommended because

there is no guarantee that the approximate solution will be close enough to the equilibrium

curve to iterate back onto it. Another failing is that the solution may progress back to the

limit point because the perturbation pushed the guessed solution below the limit point on

the equilibrium path. For the test problem studied here, this method failed approximately

eighty percent of the time.

Instead, to get off the limit point, first all of the Lagrangian multipliers are constrained

to zero, and then the results are fed into the corrector. When the results are fed into the

corrector, the multipliers no longer are constrained to zero. The coding then iterates to

the exact solution.

If the solution proceeds toward another critical point, the analytical solution for a London

(extreme type I) superconductor is inserted into v, and is allowed to iterate from that

point towards the solution. "the London solutions contain the modified Bessel functions 2"o

and 2"1. The values for 2"0 and 2"1 are calculated using polynomial expansions [18] that are

accurate to approximately 10 -v and then inserted into the v vector of the calling program.

Scaling of Variables

The arclength constraint is particularly sensitive to inhomogeneous physical dimensions

in v. The different variables in v in this problem all have different physical dimensions.

To improve stability of the solution method and to reduce the condition number of the

master tangent stiffness matrix, a scaling was done in three parts on the variables in v.
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The first part consists of scaling the variables to have a homogeneous physical dimension.

The second part consists of scaling the new vm-iables to reduce the condition number on

the tangent stiffness matrix. The second scaling is done because although the dimensions

in v may be homogeneous, one variable may only move 10 -6 units per incremental step

while another may move 10 6 units. The third scaling is a homogeneous scaling of all of

the variables. This scaling can be used to reduce the order of magnitude of f, so that the

Newton-Raphson iterations becomes more stable. The total scaling factor for each variable

is then represented by

Svariable --" variabIe latlO vari'btt''e"
variablehomogentous '

(115)

for example,

J t_*lOi'"'" (116)Sj = .
) hornogen¢oua

In the first part of the scaling, K is given units of volume, and then vv T is scaled so

that it has units of energy per unit volume. With L, M, T, and Q representing units

of distance, mass, time and charge respectively, this means that v should have units of

_dl/2L1/2/T. This also means that A and A_, have units of ML/TQ, ¢I and CR have units

of 1/L 3/2, J has units of Q/TL 2, and Ao has units of Ml/2L1/2/T. For q = Sv, af,c has

units of Q/M1/2L 1/2, J!ac has units of M1/2LS/2/Q, ¢lac has units of M_/2L2/T, A_f,_

has units of Q/M1/2L1/2, and Ag/ac has units of Q/MX/2L 3/_. In previous experiments

with linear electromagnetic finite elements, it was found that scaling A by #o 1/2 gave the

desired units and stability, so ala c is set to/_o 1/2. Using the London approximation to the

Ginzberg-Landau equations gives J/.c = [ - vo "_lll" Numerical experiments produced

q*BcAeffrmean/rn*l[ 2 as a reasonable scaling value for ¢Iac, with r,nea, being the mean

value of the lengths of all of the elements. The value of A_/_c is set to the same value as

af_c because in their unscaled forms A and A_ have the same physical dimensions. Finally
, -I12 _,-i

Agfo c is set to _o "'wi_, as a result of numerical experiments.

The second part of the scaling is done by performing numerical experiments. Two different

variables can be monitored to determine what the values for amcate, jRcai,, Cecatt, AtLscale'

and Agscot e should be. If _" is monitored, the value of Ag,cal e is changed until v at the

degree of freedom corresponding to A9 is of the order of magnitude of 10 °. Then j,cot,,

AeL,cate, a,cot,, and ¢,cat, are set in fhia order, by reducing, at the corresponding degree

of freedom, the largest value of _r to art order of magnitude of 10 °.

The second variable that can be monitored is 1/dii, where dii is the value of the ita element

in the D matrix from the LTDL decomposition of the master tangent stiffness matrix. In

this scheme, the largest value of dii, for the degrees of freedom corresponding to _, is

reduced to an order of magnitude of 10 ° by adjusting ¢,c,t,. Then a,ca_ A* and' Lacale'

j_t_ are adjusted in the same manner. Finally Ag_cat * is adjusted in the same manner,
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but then more numerical experiments are performed by adjusting it up and down one unit.

While it is adjusted up and down, the condition number of the matrix is monitored. The

direction which produces the lower condition number is chosen, and _oscale is adjusted

until the lowest condition number is achieved. For the numerical experiments performed

here, the condition number was estimated by using a random perturbation technique.

No matter which variable is chosen, dii or ¢, sometimes these methods fail because K

becomes singular. They usually fail because of a bad value for A_sc, le. If this happens

it is recommended that the same procedures are followed, but get as close to reducing

values to an order of 10 ° as possible. The last scaling value that produces a non-singular

K is the one that should be used. It is recommended that the values for CJcale, _0_e, Ze,

a,c,,Z_, "_Lscate' and j_c,,te be variables that are interactive input because sometimes many

numerical experiments must be performed to achieve the best results. It is also recom-

mended that the coding be set up such that when any of the second scaling factors are

incremented one positive unit, the corresponding degrees of freedom in _" are scaled down

by a power of 10, e.g., 10 l° becomes 10 ° when 10 is the input scaling factor. This helps

to eliminate confusion as to what the input scaling factor should be. If the variable dii is

monitored, the dii's that correspond to the degrees of freedom for ¢ and A will be scaled

in a similar manner, but the remaining degrees of freedom will move by a power of 102

when the scaling factor is incremented one positive unit, e.g., 101° becomes 10 ° when 5 is

input as a scaling factor. Both of these options have been implemented in the coding for

the test problem presented here.

The third and final scaling factor is set by monitoring f,. The idea here is to reduce f,

to an order of approximately one, as can be seen from equation (108). Unfortunately,

sometimes doing this can raise the system's conditon number to an unacceptable value.

This factor should only be used to reduce a system's condition number or to stabilize an

already unstable solution process.

6.5 Test Problem

For our test problem, we use a finite element mesh similar to the one described in the section

on linear conductors. The big difference between this problem and a linear conductor

problem is that the charge carriers act like a fluid flow in a pipe with resistance. Most of

the interesting physics occurs in a thin boundary type layer at the conductor/free space

interface. Because of this phenomena, we generate a regular mesh of Nb_:k elements in the

interior of the conductor, and a geometric mesh of Nbo,,,daru elements in the boundary

layer. The mesh ratio, Nbutk, and Nbo,,,,t.,ru are input values. Because the element for a

free space magnetic field has been validated many times before, no elements were generated

external to the conductor.

The leading term for the London solutions to J, A, and B is exp(xj - a:wi,-e). Using this

information, the depth of the boundary layer has been set to 5. x 575. x _ef! . This value

was chosen for the boundary layer depth because it can be determined where the value

for exp(zj - x_i_¢), where xj is between zbou.d,,-U and zwi_, is no less than 10 -25°. The
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choice of 10 -2s° ensures that machine underflows do not occur if the London solutions are

calculated to move off of a critical point. Setting the boundary depth to 575. x Aef! does

not allow the London solutions to go beyond machine precision over the whole boundary

layer, but does increase the condition number on the tangent stiffness matrix. Numerical

experiments showed that setting the boundary layer to five times this depth reduced the

tangent stiffness condition number considerably.

The values of -12, -3, -5 -15, and -13 were chosen for a,cate, ¢oc_te, jo¢,t_, AL ,cale, and

Ag °caz, respectively. These values were chosen by monitoring _, and adjusting the appro-

priate scaling factor as described in the previous subsection. The value for the third scaling

factor was 108 and was chosen by monitoring the value for f, and the tangent stiffness
condition estimate.

All graphs presented here are for A = .00103 with a tangent stiffness condition estimate

of approximately 4 x 106. Figures 8 and 9 display the results for [¢[2 normalized by

¢2[%b_. Figure 8 shows the behavior for [ ,or,nati,ea[ over the whole mesh and Figure 9 the

behavior in the boundary layer. Since aluminum is a Type I superconductor, these results

match very well with expected physical behavior. The boundary conditions are seen to

match well in that at both boundaries the slope for [¢,or,nati_ed[ 2 approaches zero (see

equations 24,25).

Results for J are displayed in Figures 10 and 11. Figure 10 shows the behavior for 3 over the

mesh, and Figure 11 the behavior in the boundary layer. The effects of the high condition

number become apparent in Figure 11. Although the genera/ behavior as exhibited in

Figure 10 physically follows that of a Type I superconductor, inside the boundary layer 3

jumps up and down instead of increasing exponentially. The reason for the high condition

number also becomes apparent. For Type I and II superconductors, B is excluded from the

better part of the conductor. To match this physical situation, A and J must become zero

for values of r between the center of the conductor and the boundary layer. The degrees of

freedom in this region for A and J in the finite element formulation become approximately

equal to zero and cause the condition number for the tangent stiffness matrix to rise.

The results for the B field are shown in Figures 12 and 13. The two different methods for

calculating B as discussed in section 6.3 are displayed. Again Figure 12 shows behavior

over the whole mesh, while Figure 13 shows behavior over the boundary layer. Surprisingly,

in view of the high condition number, the finite difference method yields reasonable values

for the mean value of B. The values of B calculated by using Ampere '_ Circuital Law do

not perform well because the values for 3 are not accurate.

The finite element model also produced results for A, but these results are not presented

here because the quantities of primary interest in this application are [%b[2, J and B.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The results obtained with the one-dimensionalsuperconducting element are encouraging.
Although the valuesobtained for J were not very good, the model performed well ehough to

give us reasonable physical answers for B, A and ]¢1 _. They show that the variational for-

mulation can provide good results for electromagnetic quantities inside a superconductor.

The main difficulty is to reduce the tangent stiffness condition number so that reasonable

values for J may be obtained: A reformulation of the terms involving A and J is suggested,

since these terms go to zero over the majority of the model. A way to do this is to express

B as the sum of an equivalent linear magnetic field, and the magnetic field due to the

material nonlinearities (the magnetization field poM). This gives the following equation

for the last term of equation 22

1 (V×A+ B.v,,,.d)T(V×A+ (117)

where V x A now is equal to _uoM. J is similarly split into Javptied and Jm_teriaZ. This

formulation should help to alleviate most of the conditioning problem because for the bulk

of the conductor, J,ppZiea = -J,_ateriat and Aappzie_ = -A,nateria:. The solution that will

be sought over this area, instead of being zero, will be just the negative of the linear

solution. Any further conditioning problems will be addressed with any of the previous

scaling techniques, or a diagonal scaling (Jacobi preconditioner) will be applied.

After the conditioning problem has been solved, the next step in the development of this

element wilt be to add thermocoupling effects. Good semi-analytical approximations that

relate temperature change to Be and .kefI are found in Tinkham[ 14]. These two variables,

and their temperature dependence, directly effect the material parameters a and/_. This

temperature dependency will be added to the current coding along with an expression for

the energy change due to temperature variation. If time permits, the final step in this

research will be to extend the current formulation to two dimensions. The problem that

will be studied will be a one dimensional infinite superconductor whose critical current

has been exceeded. The superconducting flux varies in the radial and axial directions.

Although finite difference formulations of this problem have yielded good results, none of

them have been able to adequately match experimental data. The suspected problem has

been that these formulations do not capture effects due to Joule heating of the wire. A

two-dimensional superconducting element with thermal degrees of freedom appears to be

the perfect vehicle to test that hypothesis.
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